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The stent insertion is performed to normalize blood flow when it is disrupted due to blockage of the circulatory system 
because of thrombus or plaque formed in the blood vessel. Since the stent processes a metal or polymer tube with a 
laser, mass production is impossible, and it is not easy to integrate a sensor to add functionality. In this study, a self-
assembled smart scaffold composed of polymer (SU-8) and metal is fabricated using MEMS technology. The stent 
structure and the inductor coil are fabricated on a 2D plane, and the 2nd capacitor plates fabricated from different 
wafers are bonded through thermal press. The smart scaffold with integrated wireless pressure sensor fabricated on 
a flat surface is self-assembled through the interconnection of the metal residual stress and the geometric structure 
composed of hinges and segments after etching the sacrificial layer using BHF (Buffered Hydrofluoric Acid). In the 
proposed smart scaffold, the compressive force and expansion force required to maintain the dilated blood vessel 
diameter were measured through a modified tensile tester, and the radial force was max. ≥ 0.21 N/mm and exhibited 
excellent mechanical properties. Also, the linear frequency shift (R2 > 0.96) and sensitivity are confirmed by 
measuring the resonance frequency shift according to the recognition distance and pressure of the integrated wireless 
pressure sensor. The possibility of using a smart scaffold for monitoring endovascular diseases through the coronary 
artery phantom system has been confirmed, and it is expected to be used as a platform for self-examination using 
portable devices and a shared platform by the attending physician. 
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Fig. 1 (a) Photograph of the proposed smart scaffold, (b) Optical image showing the integrated capacitor, inductor along with polymer hinge 
and copper segment, and (c) Preliminary characteristics illustrating wireless pressure sensor resonance frequency at different external 

antenna distance
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